
The new BaByliss PRO Steam Breeze offers an absolute well being issued 
from a revolutionary technology with a unique beauty hair result.

The Steam Breeze (BAB2083WTE) is a real hair therapy of well being.

A pure concentrated technology (Nanotitanium – Sol-Gel) which at the 
same time will heal and sleek the hair fibre.

High technology and high-performance
Its 35mm Nanotitanium Sol-Gel Technology plates have an incomparable 
durability and offer an extreme resistance to very high temperatures.
The gliding coefficient is even better, this straightening iron guarantees 
zero friction on hair.

2 settings for steam intensity
For a personalized intensity of care, according to the level of 
moisturization of hair and to the intensity of the desired treatment. 
The hair fibre is perfectly sleeked for perfect care and straightening.

SPA Repair Potion  
Once the appliance tank has been filled in, the hair potion will totally 
renew the hair fibre and contribute to its reconstruction in bringing 
an intense sensational nutritional treatment, thanks to Pro Vitamin B5 
and Chitine. It will act as a coating agent on the fibre surface in order 
to minimize split ends and within its core will consolidate the chain of 
keratin.
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A perfect concept for professional use and
adapted to all hair types

The 5 temperature settings allow a temperature selection according
to the hair type and state of health, from 140°C to 230°C.
The Advanced Heat Management System™ allows an
instant heat-up, the guarantee of heat homogeneity and
stability in use, therefore making the Steam Breeze a must-have tool
for optimum straightening.

Steam Breeze is provided with a retractable detangling-comb. 
The appliance can be used without comb, with comb in low position 
for the straightening of fine hair or with comb in high position for a 
better control of difficult or thick hair during the straightening process.

Also provided with a 2.70m professional swivel cord and a silicone 
heat mat, Steam Breeze is dedicated to Professionals needs and 
expectations.

Sensational results:

Straightening efficiency:  +30%
Time saving:  +30%
Straightening lasting:  +30%
Instant beauty and mirror shine:  +10%
Moisturization maintained
Preserves keratin capital
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